Zoë Charlton’s grandmother, Everlena Bates, was a domestic worker in Northern Florida. Charlton pays homage not only to her grandmother in her recent body of work, but also to the long history of African-American women’s labor in white families’ homes throughout the South. Although her grandmother did not speak often or directly about the conditions of her employment, Charlton nonetheless is keenly aware of the injustices, possible abuses, and intimate labor endured by black maids, housekeepers, and nannies who worked endlessly long hours and with little pay through the twentieth century. The collages and large-scale installation in Charlton’s exhibition The Domestic at Schmucker Art Gallery examine the notions of caretaking across racial and class lines, the fragility and failings of a home, and the complications of gender and sexuality in relation to this intensely bodily domestic work.

In her series titled Homebodies, Charlton collages paper dolls with images of suburban houses. Silhouetted by the color and texture of the roofs and walls, the paper dolls are both juxtaposed with and incorporated into the architecture. The bodies appear out of proportion with the homes; the structures cover their torsos and heads, leaving bare legs, bobby socks, and Mary Jane shoes exposed. Charlton cut the illustrations on the houses sold for Lionel Train sets to evoke a 1950s storybook ideal, a sanitized version of a mid-century American home. By pairing paper dolls with images of toy houses, Charlton at first seems to collapse notions of whiteness with suburbia, a particularly classed and racially segregated definition of nostalgia and childhood. But, her human-house hybrid figures are not simply “playing house;” rather, Charlton’s unsettling works echo Surrealist painter René Magritte’s sense of the uncanny and the political intensity of Hannah Höch’s Dada collages. One recognizes the houses immediately as familiar illustration and distortion. The dolls, modestly exposed in underclothing, the typical “blank canvas” for paper dolls, are concurrently vulnerable and threatening; her chimera is both monster and victim. In Homebodies #3, for instance, the house does not simply overlap or obscure the body, but it appears as a haunting protrusion. The awnings over the door and window occupy the position of her yet-to-be-budding breasts; the space between her legs cuts through an urn filled with flowers. The house, now anthropomorphized, amplifies the girl’s sexuality, but the darkened roof that swallows her head and shoulders also casts her in anonymous shadow. With a feminine figure skulking behind a home’s walls, the collages could be understood as a pre-pubescent version of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s short story “The Yellow Wall-Paper.” In Charlton’s series, the girl in each work is eclipsed by the home she is expected to inhabit. Like Gilman’s narrator, the viewer sees the figures trapped...
behind this domestic façade; in both story and collage, the female form cannot be freed from her domestic sheath. Paper dolls often have functioned didactically to reinforce cultural norms of gender and race, two-dimensional characteristics related only to childbearing and caretaking. In “The Yellow Wall-Paper,” the narrator is restricted to a “rest cure” in a nursery, as a maid watches her baby elsewhere in the house. With race identity and domestic labor in mind in Charlton’s collages, the “rest cure” is a particular privilege of race and class. Charlton’s conflation of house with a white female child alludes at once not just to a particular madness of motherhood and domesticity, but also to the delegation of intimate, parental, and perhaps demeaning responsibilities demanded of black housekeepers and caretakers.

The paper dolls of the little white girls appear again in Charlton’s series Reared, where the girls’ bodies are framed, compressed, cradled and enveloped by large, mature, nude black female torsos. African masks obscure these grown women’s faces. The artist appropriated the photographs of nude bodies from various sources on the Internet, inclusive of pornographic depictions. The posture of some of the figures, with arms raised above their heads, as well as the collaged masks recall Pablo Picasso’s Demoiselles d’Avignon, his cubist tour de force of prostitution, primitivism, and almost violent spatial incongruities. Where Picasso borrowed his iconography from African masks seen at the Musée d’Ethnographie du Trocadéro, Charlton takes her African masks from contemporary sticker books for children. It has been understood that the “Africanism” and “primitivism” of Picasso’s work invoked a sense of anxiety of both death and sex; here, Charlton’s masks do not signify Picasso’s traumatic gaze, but a more nuanced, contorted, distorted representation of femininity, sexuality, and identity. By confronting a legacy of modernist primitivism, still found in the shadows of children’s books and toys, Charlton reclaims the contentious conflation of “otherness” with discomfiting sexuality. The figures she depicts, like those in another recent series of large-scale drawings and collages titled Les Demoiselles where African masks are grafted to white bodies, subverts the terms of twentieth-century primitivism. More simply put, the sexualized primitivist fantasies once imagined by Picasso, Matisse, Gauguin and other white male painters here in Charlton’s collages are presented as persistently “real.” By using photographic referents for the black bodies, documents of actual women, Charlton urges a schism between the women’s “true” physicality and the art-historical precedents that lewdly objectified their sex and race. The exposed bare legs of the girls, strangely sexualized in context with the corpulent black breasts, create an oddly unified, two-headed figure.
As singular entities, the figures in each collage disrupt established racial, gendered, and class hierarchies. Seen as composites, Charlton’s women are simultaneously powerful and nurturing, objectified and obscured, exposed yet revered. Charlton’s hybrids are unsettled binaries of white and black, sexual and innocent, young and mature.

In her review of Charlton’s work, artist Joan Cox rightly describes how the collages “recall historically dominant patterns of non-whites (nannies, housekeepers) raising white children” and writer Mark Alice Durant similarly sees “echoes of the Hottentot Venus and the ‘mammy’” in Charlton’s works. Although Charlton’s figures are indeed in dialogue with historical labor, as well as with stereotypes and sexual spectacle, her collages convey a sense of greater immediacy absent in past imagery. In contrast with the crude satirical caricature of Saartjie Baartman, the “Hottentot Venus,” a victim of colonial exploitation of her race and sex and a performer in “freak shows” in London and Paris in the 1810s, Charlton’s nude black bodies address the continuation of this sexual objectification in her citation of pornographic sources. The narrative in Charlton’s works is not simply one of a distant historical past (with freak shows, mammies, and avant-garde African masks), but rather one of a more immediate and complicated rupture of sexuality, age, class, and race.

Charlton’s large-scale collages offer a different kind of masking or camouflage of the women’s bodies. Monumental nudes are both obscured by and emerge from abundantly lush and ethereal natural landscapes. Charlton takes the title of one work, *The Country A Wilderness Unsubdued*, from Frederick Douglass’s 1852 oration, “The Meaning of July 4th to the Negro.” In his speech, Douglass sharply describes “the gross injustice and cruelty to which he [the American slave] is the constant victim.” Douglass continues with passionate outrage,

> To him, your celebration is a sham; your boasted liberty, an unholy license; your national greatness, swelling vanity; your sounds of rejoicing are empty and heartless; your denunciation of tyrants, brass fronted impudence; your shouts of liberty and equality, hollow mockery; your prayers and hymns, your sermons and thanksgivings, with all your religious parade and solemnity, are to Him, mere bombast, fraud, deception, impiety, and hypocrisy…

Douglass’s crescendo of rightful indignation finds its pictorial equivalent in Charlton’s unrestrained landscape with a tangle of trees, a gaggle of flapping, flying geese and ducks, a wilderness unoccupied and decidedly unsubdued. Not far from where Charlton
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currently lives in Baltimore, Douglass described seeing the slave ships from his home in Fell’s Point and the slave market on Pratt Street in this speech, but the land in Charlton’s collage is an Eden, a fantastical place of freedom and abundance. The wilderness Charlton depicts is a multi-seasonal explosion of forests and birds. Pink flowering trees nestle near snowy evergreens amidst vibrant green foliage. Like a magpie, Charlton collects bits of paper culled from myriad sources—children’s stickers, illustrated books, mass-reproduced didactic prints of art, naturalia, and historical icons—that she often scans and enlarges. The result is a present-day fairy tale, a rewriting of Douglass’s history where shouts of liberty are not hollow, but are dense with rejoicing and justice.

The artist has also acknowledged that these landscapes are not merely fantasy, but an oblique reference to her grandmother’s land in Tallahassee. A homeowner, Everlena Bates was not powerless, but a proprietress. The hybrid form in Charlton’s grand collages, at once figure and landscape, compresses and conflates art historical genres to again reclaim and revise a historical pattern of objectification and exploitation. *Paul Russell Road*, a large-scale sculpture titled after the address of her grandmother’s house, is a more direct homage to Everlena as the matriarch. Years after this familial homestead was sold to developers and demolished, Charlton sketched the house from memory, and this monumental structure is a wistful approximation of the sun-faded blue Tallahassee home. Glitter covered Lionel train houses populate the interior of Charlton’s sculpture, similar to the small bungalows illustrated in *Homebodies* series. The sculpture’s oscillation of scale—from massive memorial to Lilliputian village—suggests the particular way memory is telescoped as time passes. In other words, some places that seemed expansive and imposing as children become peculiarly smaller when revisited as an adult, while other sites continue to loom large in one’s retrospection and are continually recalled in dreams. Turned upside down, the house is not meant to be another model home, but a ghostly, distorted bricolage of a rich and complicated family past, one where stories were told, secrets withheld, and familial bonds secured.

The clever wordplay in the titles of Charlton’s exhibition and series—*The Domestic, Reared*, and *Homebodies*—underscores the metonymy of each work. *Reared* evokes the relationship of black woman to white child, as one who cares for the other, but the title, particularly with the nudity in sight and in mind, also comes with whispers of vulgar physicality. Similarly, *The Domestic* is not simply a modifier for somewhere familiar, but is a synonym for a servant, usually black, charged with menial, physical, household tasks. Charlton’s language pivots on issues related to personal perspectives...
of race and class, the recollection of past pictures, and the body’s relationship to the politics and power of home. Amidst the fragments of foliage, the historical, philosophical, and metaphorical meaning of the masks, and the obliteration of the women’s bodies within the home, Charlton’s works explicitly reveal a legacy of systemic racism and related sexual abuses that lurk behind the paper dolls and hollow suburban walls. Yet, in one of the large scale collages titled Heavy Billows, where a carefully modeled, black nude body seen from her waist to the top of her thighs, is nestled among billowing clouds, as bluebirds circle and weave through her legs. Despite the title’s claim, the body does not appear heavy, but is instead pictured as a sylph, an immortal, hopeful spirit belonging to the air.

— Shannon Egan, PhD
Director, Schmucker Art Gallery
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